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Achievement Teams is an experiential, collaborative protocol that focuses on collective teacher efficacy. All of the
components of an Achievement Team are intentionally aligned to those teacher and leadership profiles that have the
greatest impact on student achievement.
The process provides a structure for teachers to specifically identify areas of student need and collaboratively decide on
the best instructional approach in response to those needs. When schools and school systems break down the silos of
individual practice, we can create truly professional teams of educators who continuously reflect on and improve their
practice.
Achievement Teams are focused on appropriating new knowledge about teaching and learning rather than simply
maintaining existing knowledge. This means that teams follow protocols consistently while challenging current thinking
and practice.

Achievement Teams and Collective Ef cacy: Moving from Interest to Commitment
Many schools and districts have decided that Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) are the best strategy for
improving student achievement. But these same organizations experiment with a collaborative protocol and then
abandon PLCs as soon as the next hot initiative comes along.
What are Achievement Teams?
Achievement teams are all about collective impact, with an emphasis on improving instruction. When the 4-step protocol
is embedded in school practice, teams will have a greater impact on teaching, learning, and leadership. Ultimately, a
commitment to collaborate means achievement for all students.
Achievement Teams are organized by grade level and/or content teams that assess prioritized learning intention(s)
Achievement Teams take time to analyze assessment results, so baseline evidence statements can be developed that
promote rich and meaningful professional conversations
Achievement Teams use short-cycle assessments that have been developed through learning progressions, enabling
teachers and students to benefit from assessment results
Achievement Teams are highly structured-ensuring that collaboration is disciplined and focused
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Step One - Collect and Chart Data:
Achievement Teams focus on evidence from quality short-cycle assessments and uses ability groups
to help determine Response to Intervention (RTI) strategies. Formative assessment:
Informs the practice of teachers
Promotes equity for all students
Build’s the capacity of all team members
Provides an effective strategy to determine if learning intentions have been achieved
Offers a powerful tool to appropriate new knowledge about teaching and learning

Step Two - S.M.A.R.T. Goals:
Creating goals for both students and teachers have tremendous impact on academic outcomes.
California elementary schools that outperform schools with similar student populations…set
measurable goals for improved student achievement…(Williams et al., 2005). Goals lead to better
student self-assessment, self-evaluation, and self monitoring. When teachers regularly create and
include challenging goals, they motivate students to exert effort in line with the difficulty of a task
(Hattie, 2009).

Step Three - Baseline Evidence Statements:
A baseline evidence statement is a summary of the evidence teams collect from formative
assessments. These statements help teachers and leaders make accurate inferences about the
levels of mastery that students have achieved with respect to a specific learning intention.

Step Four - Evidence Based Instructional Strategies:
When all three previous steps are combined, teams can then select instructional strategies that will
have the greatest impact on student achievement. Meta-analysis offer the strongest evidence base
for determining what works best. Thus the hinge point for determining what works best is 0.40.
Instructional practices above 0.40 have a high likelihood of increasing learning than those practices
below the hinge-point (Hattie, 2009).
Achievement Teams focus only on those strategies that can considerably accelerate student
achievement.
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Evidence-Based Instructional Priorities: Our time with students is limited and valuable. Every minute we
spend with them should be spent using the practices that are most likely to be successful. This requires us to
shift our perspective from looking at instructional practices that work to looking at practices that work best
(Hattie 2009).
Achievement Teams is a about collectively searching for best practices using real data on your students - and
that data is a reflection of your impact. Working closely with Professor John Hattie has taught me much about
“knowing my impact.” For example, we acknowledge that data is essential as it drives change, and it
provides a starting point for instruction. However Hattie has made us aware that data only makes a difference
when teachers evaluate student progress and their own practice. He makes a powerful point when saying - it’s
not about the numbers; it’s about the conversation that occurs as a result of the numbers (2009). In other
words, looking at data isn’t about changing what the kids are doing - it’s about changing what we are
doing as educators to help students reach their goals.
Visible Learning Research and Achievement Teams
We refer to the Visible Learning research, as it is embedded in Achievement Teams. As many educators are
well aware, John Hattie has invested in more than 25 years of studying those practices that have the greatest
influence on student learning. The average effect was 0.4, meaning that students typically advance in a year’s
worth of growth during a single year of schooling.
The influences that are incorporated into Achievement Teams have the potential to considerably accelerate
student achievement.
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INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES
FOR SURFACE, DEEP, AND
TRANSFER LEARNING
TRANSFER

SURFACE
Outlining: Using an outline at the
beginning of the writing process helps
learners clarify ideas while demonstrating
the student’s thinking process.
Note-taking: Recording key
information is a powerful cognitive
tool that actively engages the
brain to retain information while
Summarizing: Capturing the most
important ideas while excluding irrelevant
and repetitive information improves
memory and comprehension.
Vocabulary Instruction: Improve
comprehension through the use of context
words to show meaning, analyzing word
parts, and semantic mapping.

DEEP
Metacognition: When students
become aware of their own
after learning has occured, they
take on new challenges.
Class Discussion: Techniques like think-pairstudents to speak, ask questions, and justify
their thinking.
Concept Mapping:
charts, help learners chunk information
based on meaningful connections while
allowing them to visualize relationships
Reciprocal Teaching:
to ask meaningful questions when they
are actively engaged in the
learning process through a
structured dialogue.

Compare and contrast strategies, like
metaphors and analogies, help learners
make connections to prior knowledge and
categorize concepts.
Peer Tutoring: When students
are paired together, it’s a winwin. Both the tutor and the
communication, content mastery,
and peer relationships.
Problem-solving Teaching: Presenting
students with real-world problems to
investigate, think critically about, and
collaborate to solve allows them to
consolidate knowledge with ease.
Transforming Conceptual Knowledge:
Debates, simulations, and case studies
help learners progress from sorting
and classifying information to making
to transferring concepts.
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Download 12
instructional strategies
for surface, deep, and
transfer learning.

What are the
assessment result
strengths and
gaps?

What skills
(verbs) and
concepts (noun
phrases) were
achieved from the
learning target and
what still needs to
be learned?

Who did we teach
e ectively and
who still needs
help?

Which strategies
were used
e ectively and
which ones were
not?

Teams may not be
able to address focus
questions until after
the second
assessment.

Diagnostic Assessment and Achievement Teams
Diagnostic pre assessment offer teachers the ability to determine student prior knowledge. In many cases,
these assessments are administered at the beginning of a unit of instruction or in preparation to teach new
concepts and skills. Once the results are collected and analyzed, the data informs teachers how to adjust
instruction in order to improve student achievement. Without pre-instruction from the teacher, it is difficult to
determine what instructional strategies were effective because the teacher has not yet taught anything.
Typically, a teacher would not have introduced content if the intent of the assessment was only designed to
determine what students remember from previous learning.

Teams have an
opportunity to
address focus
questions before the
second assessment.

Pre-teach/re-teach Assessment and Achievement Teams
This model permits teachers to introduce the concepts and skills that will be assessed before the
administration of the actual pre assessment. The time of instruction prior to the first assessment can vary
based on the rigor of the standard, however a quick review may help produce accurate assessment results.
Remember, if we truly want to measure whether or not our teaching is having an impact, then we can
consider an assessment model that is more reflective on the instructional practices being implemented,
even more so than the effort of the students.
Achievement Team Survey
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Directions: Please indicate your level of agreement with each of the following statements about your team
and school. When the questions ask about your team, please answer based upon the team that you primarily
work with. The answers range from strongly disagree to strongly agree. Your answers are confidential.

(Strongly Disagree) (Disagree) (Neither Agree or Disagree) (Agree) (Strongly Agree)
1. The purpose of our collaboration is to assess where we are and then prioritize
where we need to be by analyzing assessment results.

SD

D

N

A

SA

2. The members of my team actively participate and attend all meetings.

SD

D

N

A

SA

3. Our team builds relational trust so collaboration can occur under the most positive
conditions.

SD

D

N

A

SA

4. Team members select instructional strategies that have the greatest potential to
improve student achievement.

SD

D

N

A

SA

5. The process of goal setting between pre/post assessment is a regular practice of
our team.

SD

D

N

A

SA

6. The decisions our team makes about instructional practices consist of team
dialogue and purposeful facilitation.

SD

D

N

A

SA

7. Every team member enters assessment results into the Achievement Team data
collection template prior to the meeting.

SD

D

N

A

SA

8. As a team, we agree to discontinue ineffective instructional strategies and invest
in pedagogically sound practice.

SD

D

N

A

SA

9. Our team follows the Achievement Team four step protocol consistently.

SD

D

N

A

SA

10. At the end of our meeting, team members know what learning actions to take
before the next meeting.

SD

D

N

A

SA

11. Our team believes the data we collect is an assessment of our instruction and
not just used to grade students.

SD

D

N

A

SA

12. Our team dialogue is focused on examining assessment results related to
performance and the attainment of goals.

SD

D

N

A

SA

13. When our team meets, all intended actions are recorded based on thoughtful
dialogue.

SD

D

N

A

SA
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Achievement Teams Survey Rubric for Analysis & Interpretation
Collaborative Dialogue Questions

6, 12, 13

Action Planning Questions

4, 8, 11

Results in Action Questions

1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10

Degree
Of
Collaboration

Dialogue questions

Decision-Making

Action

5-6

Meeting dialogue opportunities
are pre-planned, prioritized,
and documented. Team
members are fully engaged in
collaborative conversations
during Achievement Teams
sessions. Teams use dialogue
to examine assessment
results, make sound
instructional decisions and
analyze the group’s impact on
student outcomes. Group
members have a shared
purpose and collaborate to
achieve essential outcomes.

All actions are informed by
group conversation. The
process for making decisions is
clear to all participants. Group
leaders are purposefully
selected by school leadership
and both active and visible
within the team. Team members
consistently makes decisions
about what actions they will
initiate, change, and stop
based on collaborative discuss
and assessment review that
occurs during meetings.
Decisions are directly related to
teacher practice and student
outcomes.

Team members consistently
take speci c actions as a result
of group decisions. Member
actions are meaningful and are
directly related to teacher
practice and student
outcomes.

3-4

Meeting dialogue opportunities
exist. Most team members
regularly meet. Process for
dialogue tends to be
improvised or unplanned, but
the focus is usually related to
making sound instructional
decisions and analyze the
group’s impact on student
outcomes. Group will
occasionally discuss a shared
purpose. Professional tension
tends to go unrecognized or
unresolved.

Decisions are usually informed
by group conversation. The
team’s decision-making
process might be unclear to
many group members. A team
leader exists, but is not ful lling
the role of facilitator. The team
occasionally makes decisions
about what practices they will
initiate, change, and stop.
Decisions are generally related
to teacher practice and student
outcomes.

Team members may take
speci c actions but not always
as a result of group decisions.
Group actions are might be
coordinated and
interdependent of other team
members or actions. Some
actions may lack complexity or
deeper challenge, but are
generally related to the teacher
practice and student
outcomes.

1-2

Team meeting attendance is
rare or the group meets
sporadically. Agendas are
unplanned or crafted at the last
minute. Any dialogue process
is improvised. Disagreements
do not exist or are
unrecognized. Group members
can be uninterested or
confused. Team members may
discuss frustrations privately
after the meetings.

A decision-making process is
not clear to team members or
does not exist. Decisions are
rarely agreed upon via group
dialogue. Group leaders are not
purposefully chosen, do not
exist, or may not be visible.
Most decisions are unrelated to
teacher practice and student
outcomes.

Team members take minimal
action. Group actions tend to
be uncoordinated, unplanned,
and lack challenge. Actions are
typically unrelated to the
teacher practice and student
outcomes.
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Additional Resources:
The following resources are designed to deepen your understanding of the Achievement Team protocol.

The 10-Day Achievement Teams Challenge
Teams Implementation
“Two weeks is all it takes.”

Achievement Teams
and Short-Term Wins:
The Key to Effective
Implementation

1

2

What are Achievement Teams?

3

4

5

Small, incremental
implementation strategies will
lead to more sustainable results.

6

It is possible to enhance
the effectiveness of
teacher teams by focusing
on essential key points
for collaboration.

7

Critical conversation prompts
between pre and post
assessments:

8

Teams identify assessment
result strengths and gaps

9

still needs help
Teams identify the

The 10-Day
Achievement
Teams Challenge
explains how to
start Achievement
Teams in ten easy
steps!

10
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Discovering Achievement Teams:
The Key to Effective Collaboration
Sample Team Meeting Template-Fourth Grade ELA

This is our “official”
training manual
that explains each
of the four steps in
greater detail.
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